
ABOUT UNIVERSAL ROBOTS:
Cobots from Universal Robots give companies access to all the benefits of advanced robotic automation,   
with none of the extra costs associated with traditional robot programming, set-up, and dedicated, shield-
ed work cells. This makes robotic automation affordable for SMEs, small-batch production runs, and other 
setups where it would otherwise be too expensive. 

UR3 Robot UR5 Robot UR10 Robot
PAYLOAD:
3kg / 6.6lbs

REACH:
500mm / 19.7ins

WEIGHT:
11.2kg / 24.7lbs

FOOTPRINT:
Ø 128mm

PAYLOAD:
5kg / 11lbs

REACH:
850mm / 33.5ins

WEIGHT:
20.6kg / 45.4lbs

FOOTPRINT:
Ø 149mm

PAYLOAD:
10kg / 22lbs

REACH:
1300mm / 51.2ins

WEIGHT:
33.5kg / 73.9lbs

FOOTPRINT:
Ø 190mm

The UR10 is the largest collaborative 
robot offered by UR. It is designed 
for bigger tasks where precision 
and reliability are still of paramount 
importance. 

Ideal for: 

- Heavier-Weight Processes

- Packaging, Palletizing, Assembly

- Pick and Place

The UR3 is a smaller collaborative 
table-top robot that is perfect for light 
assembly tasks and automated work-
bench senarios. It also has infinite 
rotation on the end joint.

Ideal for: 

- Mounting on a Table-Top.

- Picking, Assembly, Placing Parts

- Optimizing Production Flows

The UR5 is UR’s iconic robot built with 
versatility and adaptability in mind. It 
is lightweight, easy to program, and 
easy to customize so that it can be 
easily integrated into any workspace.

Ideal for: 

- Repetitive, Dangerous Tasks

- Picking and Placing

- Testing

Introducing the new e-Series
UR’s e-Series cobots exemplify productivity, capability, and reliability. They are equipped with intuitive 

programming and a nearly endless list of opportunities for addons. The e-Series cobots are versatile 
solutions regardless of industry, company size, or product nature. 

UR3e UR5e UR10e



UR+ products have been tested and approved to perfectly integrate with UR robots, ensuring 
simple set-up, reliable operation, smooth user experience, and easy programming. The result 
is fast, smooth, and lo-wrisk integration. Check out these UR+ solutions distributed by AHP! UR+

SICK Inspector URCap
Create a vision guided robot application in minutes wit SICK 2D vision. The SICK Inspector 
URCap software provides easy integration and allows users to view the live image from 
the sensor, calibrate and align the sensor, choose a reference object, and get pick-point 
positions all from the UR teach pendant. 

Robotiq Force Torque Sensor
Robotiq’s force sensor is a multi-axis force and torque sensor that enables cobots to perform 
force-sensitive tasks. It can precisely detect and measure robot contacts in order to improve 
the robot control as well as simplifying its programming.

Robotiq Wrist Camera
The Robotiq wrist camera is made for collaborative robot applications in highly flexible industrial 
environments. It allows quick part teaching and design changes for a fast time to production. This 
solution is well suited for packaging and palletizing and assembly.

Robotiq Insights
Robotiq Insights sends you a text message when your robot requires your attention. It can also 
provide real-time data to monitor, troubleshoot, and improve production. These real-time alerts 
and access ti data allows users to increase production with less downtime. Addtionally, users 
can analyze trends in robot performance.

Robotiq Hand-E Gripper
Robotiq’s Hand-E Gripper allows you to start production faster because of its quick Plug + 
Play integration. It adapts quickly to parts of various shapes and sizes.

Robotiq 2-Finger Gripper
The 2-Finger Adaptive Robot Gripper is easy to use in all automation cells in the factory. It can 
handle parts and products of various sizes and shapes. This gripper also includes 2 different 
grip strokes configurations and is highly adaptive. 

Robotiq 3-Finger Gripper
The 3-Finger Adaptive Robot Gripper is the best option for maximum versatility and flexibility. 
It can pick up objects of any shape, and includes 4 different gripper modes, including: pinch, 
wide, scissor, and basic mode. 

Bimba All-In-One Plug + Play Vacuum Tool
Bimba’s collaborative robot vacuum tool adds flexibility to any UR application. The fully integrated tool 
includes valve, sensors, and muffler. The only thing users provide is compressed air.

PHD Pneu-Connect
PHD’s Pneu-Connect is a cost-effective, pneumatic end-effector system that provides seamless 
integration for UR cobots that utilizes standard PHD pneumatic grippers. This gripper is ideal for lab 
analysis and testing.

Piab Kenos® KCS Series
Piab’s Kenos® is a leading brand for large area vacuum grippers. It is designed and optimized to be 
used in various applications and is a flexible solution for handling a variety of shapes.
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